BOMBARDMENT
The Ultimate Catapult Game Instructions
The 2 Player MINIBAG launching TABLETOP game

OBJECTIVE:

Topple your opponent’s flag for the WIN.

EQUIPMENT:
Player 1
1 Catapult
1 Flag
11 Construction Pieces
4 Mini Bags

Player 2
1 Catapult
1 Flag
11 Construction Pieces
4 Mini Bags
The Complete Bombardment Game Set Includes:
A - Platform (2)                D - Flag (2)                 G - Screw (2)            Catapult (2)
B - Upright Pillar (16)      E - Mini Bag (8)
C - Buttress (4)                 F - Rod (2)

RULES:

1.
Players sit at opposite ends of a table.  Each player assembles the Catapult (see instructions) then constructs a Fort to
protect their flag (D).  Forts are built on the Player’s right hand side.  The Catapult launch point must be in line with Player’s fort. (fig 1)
Fort  (fig 2) Consists of a platform (A) on top of at least two pillars in upright position (B).  Flag must be placed above the Platform.  Flags
can be surrounded with as many blocks as desired; but the entire Flag pennant must be visible to opponent.
2.
Topple your opponent’s Flag  for the win (fig 3).  If both Flags remain in play after the first round, all mini bags must be
extracted.  Replay rounds until the game is determined alternating Player One position each round.
Round Players alternate mini bag launches (one player at a time) until a Flag is toppled.  If Player One topples Player Two’s Flag, Player Two
has one opportunity to tie (if they have a mini bag left).
Extraction Player must remove opponent’s mini bag(s) from Player’s own fort at the end of each round. All mini bags must be extracted
without toppling the flag or otherwise damaging the fort.  A flag toppled by accident is an automatic loss.  However, player may choose to
leave an entrenched mini bag in their fort, but then must forfeit one of their own mini bags to opponent for remainder of the game.
Toppled A Flag completely on its side.  A leaning Flag is not a toppled Flag.
Leaning flags and flags supported by a damaged fort are in play as long as the fort is still standing and the pennant is not touching the
platform (fig 4).  A flag that has fallen off the fort and onto the tabletop is out of play (even if it is still standing somehow).
When in doubt, tag us in your Instagram photo @BoardsAndBoxes

    Fig 1 - table set up

Fig 2 - fort                                    Fig 3 - down                             Fig 4 - in play

Details and Printable Stuff: http://boardsandboxes.com/bombardment-catapult-game/
Find tips, awesome Forts, and other News: Facebook.com/theBoardsAndBoxes
Small children require constant supervision around all Boards & Boxes toys, games, and accessories.
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